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Delegated or Committee Planning Application Report and Report of handling as 
required by Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 
Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008 relative to applications for Planning 
Permission or Planning Permission in Principle 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Reference No: 11/00689/PPP 
Planning Hierarchy: Local 
Applicant:  National Grid Property 
Proposal: Site for the erection of retail store (Class 1) with associated 

development including access, car parking and landscaping. 
Site Address: Land at former Gas Works Argyll Street/Hamilton Street, Dunoon, 

Argyll  

 
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 5 

1.0 Summary 
 
At the PPSL Committee on 23rd November 2011 (following a Hearing in the Queen’s Hall, 
Dunoon on 9th November 2011), Members resolved to continue determination of this 
application for additional information on flood risk to be submitted for consideration. This 
aspect is addressed in Supplementary Report 4.  The purpose of this further supplementary 
report is to confirm the receipt of further supporting information from the applicants in 
response to matters raised at the Hearing, in the press and from objectors.  
 
This Supplementary No. 5 should be read in conjunction with other supplementary reports.  
 
2.0 Additional Supporting Letter from National Grid.  
 
A letter of support (dated 19th December 2011) from National Grid was sent to Head of 

Governance and Law and the Chief Executive, following a letter of objection from National 

Grid (dated 9th December 2011) to  the CWP application ref. 10/00222/PPP and subject of 

Supplementary Report  8 date 19th December 2011.  

National Grid state that, “the totality of this correspondence, together with enclosures, 

forms part of NGP’s supporting case and would ask that its contents are drawn to the 

attention of the Planning Committee Members and, along with all other submitted 

information, are fully taken into account in the final determination of application 

11/0689/PPP on December 21st”. 

Introduction 
In addition to the matters raised in that letter regarding site ownership and the need to 

relocate existing businesses, National Grid Property (NGP) has also subsequently noted that 

the receipt for the application fee for the CWP application is partly made out to “George 

Street Property Holdings Limited”. This name appears nowhere else on the CWP application 

documentation, but the Council is legally obliged to clarify the precise role of what appears to 

be yet another organisation or individual with a say in the deliverability of the site. 

By comparison, NGP’s resolve, commitment and resource to bring its site at Dunoon forward 

for redevelopment cannot be questioned. We agree with the Head of Planning and 

Regulatory Services that the NGP site is the most appropriate location for a new food store 

for the town. National Grid Property is a national company who manages a portfolio of 

occupied and surplus properties, and deals with historic contamination on such sites across 

the length and breadth of the UK on behalf of National Grid 
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Background 

The NGP application stands on its own merits as an entirely acceptable retail proposal 

having been rigorously assessed against National and Local Planning Policy and the views 

of specialist advisers, including statutory consultees. This is why it has been recommended 

for approval. 

The CWP scheme (submitted 15 months before the NGP application) is, on the other hand, 

is completely contrary to such policy which is why it is recommended for refusal by officers 

for not one, but four separate reasons.  

Any impact of the NG application upon the CWP scheme is entirely an operation of national 

and local planning policy and its submission merely reinforces the existing reasons for 

refusal which Council officers have never departed from. 

There seems to be the suggestion that the CWP application would have been approved had 

the NGP scheme not be submitted. Similarly, the suggestion has been that the site is more 

attractive to retail operators and the public at large. The technical assessments and 

statements submitted in relation to both applications set out in the various reports of handling 

show this clearly not to be the case. 

Faced with an incontrovertible case for refusal of their own application, CWP have reverted 

to a strategy of inundating the Council with erroneous objections to the NG proposal, 

including on the basis of flood risk, in an attempt to obfuscate and somehow turn policy on its 

head to enable the Council to reconsider, or overlook, the four sound reasons for refusal of 

its own application and refuse NGP’s application. 

In reality, the fate of the CWP application was sealed in the March 16th 2011 committee 

report, two months before the NGP scheme was ever submitted. CWP’s team have tried, 

unsuccessfully, to persuade officers to recommend their application for approval for fifteen 

months since it was originally submitted in February 2010.  

Suggestions that NGP has sought to “derail the CWP application” are therefore patently 

untrue. 

Officers have been steadfast in their rejection of the CWP application and were never going 

to be able to reverse their recommendation to one of approval (and refusal for the NGP 

scheme) without flying completely in the face of national and local planning policy, a decision 

no Council, acting reasonably, or responsibly could be expected to arrive at on the basis of 

the facts before them. To do so, would be perverse, illogical and “ultra vires”, leaving any 

such decisions at very serious risk of successful legal challenge.  

The flood objections to the NGP scheme submitted by CWP have been shown to be entirely 

unsupportable as SEPA and Council officers, the impartial experts on such matters, have, for 

a third time, confirmed  that they have no objection on the basis of flood risk. 

Objections on flood risk cannot therefore be afforded any weight whatsoever in the formal 

determination of the NGP application. To do so, contrary to SEPA advice, would likewise be, 

illogical and manifestly unreasonable.  

Similarly, there is no other sustainable or legally sound reason to refuse permission for the 

NGP scheme. 

Consideration of the NGP application to date 
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NGP considers that there has been a sufficient and robust level of scrutiny of its application 

and we respectfully request that it should be formally determined once and for all at 

Committee on December 21st in accordance with officers’ recommendations. 

The report of handling recommending the NGP application for approval, subject to 

conditions, was considered at committee for the first time on 21/9/11. It is worth noting that 

the CWP scheme has been considered by members several times already before this. Had 

the Council been able to approve the CWP application it would have done so by now. 

The CWP application was considered at the same committee and both were deferred for a 

PAN 41 Hearing which took place on 9/11/11. It was resolved to continue with consideration 

of both applications. Most recently, on Nov 23rd, the timetable for submitting the additional 

information on flood risk was considered by committee and the information has now been 

submitted to both the Council’s flood adviser and SEPA. 

NGP has carefully considered the minutes of the various meetings which formally record the 

content of the debate on its application and provide a helpful audit trail of how the various 

motions which were arrived at. The key document is the minute of the PAN 41 Hearing on 

9/11/11, in particular the debate surrounding whether a competent motion could be brought 

to refuse the NGP application on the basis of the information before the Council at that time. 

The meeting was adjourned for fifteen minutes in order that Members of the planning 

committee could take advice from officers in private regarding the legality of bringing forward 

a competent motion to refuse the NGP application. The minutes of the meeting record the 

outcome of that debate and confirm that such an amendment could not be brought as it 

“could lead to legal challenge”. 

Having requested additional information in respect of flood risk only, it is clear that the 

Council had sufficient information on all other matters to enable them to make a decision on 

the NGP scheme at the Hearing.   

Moreover, having recorded in the minutes that a competent motion to refuse could not be 

brought for fear of legal challenge, it follows, as a matter of procedure, that this advice must 

still stand unless there is a material change in circumstances. In particular, a different 

conclusion can only legally be reached at committee on December 21st if the new flood 

information gives rise to new issues which cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of the 

Council’s flood adviser or SEPA. 

Having confirmed, for a third time, that they are both happy from a flood perspective, it is 

clear that there are no sustainable grounds for refusal of the NGP application. 

Timing of the NGP application 

It has been suggested that the NGP application has been “rushed” or is in some way 

“premature”. 

The reality is that the application has been in gestation for some time, formal pre-application 

consultation with the Council having started January this year. Before this, NGP has made its 

retail intentions well known through representations to the Council’s emerging Development 

Plan. Likewise, NGP has made its intention to submit a planning application for a new food 

store on the former gasworks site abundantly clear in the various representations submitted 

on the CWP application.  
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In response to a query from Mr Alan Reid, MP for Argyll and Bute in August 2010 enquiring 

about the intentions for the former gasworks site, NGP yet again confirmed its intention to 

submit a planning application for a new food store as far back as August 25th 2010. 

For these reasons, there can be no possible objection to the NGP application on the basis of 

prematurity. 

 
Proposed conditions 

During the debate on the NGP at the PAN Hearing on 9/11/11, it was asserted that the 28 

conditions proposed to be attached to the NGP application, should it be approved, were 

excessive for a scheme which has been advertised as a “minor departure from the 

development plan. In the NGP team’s experience, this is in no way excessive or unusual for 

a scheme of the type proposed and this was corroborated by officers during the hearing 

itself. 

Evidence supporting this can quickly and easily be found in the Tesco Stores decision at 

Campbeltown Creamery which was granted permission by Argyll and Bute Council on July 

14th 2011 under reference 10/00239/PP. This application for a food store was advertised as a 

“minor departure” from the Structure Plan and was approved by Committee subject to 24 

conditions. 

There is therefore clearly nothing remarkable or otherwise unusual about the proposed 

number of conditions to be attached to the NGP application, should it be granted permission. 

NGP notes that the SEPA and the Council’s Flood Risk Assessors responses to the Tesco 

application are recorded in the committee report as “no objection subject to conditions”. 

 
Flooding 

There has been much objection about flooding directed towards the NGP planning 

application. 

It should be noted that this has not emanated from Council officers or SEPA who are the 

impartial experts on such technical matters. Both have confirmed, on three occasions that 

they have no objection to the planning application subject to conditions, the same perfectly 

standard approach adopted in respect of the Campbeltown Tesco application which was 

ratified by Planning Committee Members. 

Instead, these objections have been submitted by Kaya Consulting who, as the Council will 

be aware, are part of the CWP application technical team. The motivation for the objection is 

explained above and it is important that any letters from Kaya are seen in their correct 

context and not given undue credence or weighted above that of recognised regulators. 

As a direct result of repeated Kaya objections, NGP has been asked to provide further 

information in relation to flood risk, despite SEPA and the Council’s flood risk adviser being 

satisfied with the application, subject to conditions. Had these independent bodies 

considered that NGP had not adequately dealt with this matter, then their response would 

have been one of objection or to ask for further clarification in accordance with standard 

procedures. 
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Specifically, NGP have been asked to demonstrate that one of the conditions being 

suggested by the impartial experts on flooding is capable of being complied with, in effect 

being required to provide detailed information at the “in principle” application stage to test 

that the advice of the flood experts may relied upon. NGP notes the statement in the minutes 

of the hearing which records that one of the Planning Committee remarked upon this 

“unusual” situation. 

NGP continues to put its faith in due process and to rely on the strength of technical 

arguments and the advice of impartial specialist consultees to ensure that its application gets 

a fair hearing. Being asked to provide additional information by a Council during 

determination of a planning application is not therefore unusual. What is unusual is where the 

views of an objector with a vested interest in a competing site are apparently being afforded 

more weight in the assessment of technical matters than those of impartial technical experts, 

including statutory consultees and regulators.  

Nonetheless, NGP has, at considerable cost, undertaken the additional work requested of it 

to assist the Council and has demonstrated beyond any doubt that there is no case to 

answer on flood risk. It is nonetheless entitled to ask why an identical and standard SEPA 

response of “no objection subject to conditions” accepted in the Campbeltown Tesco 

application case, is apparently insufficient in the context of NGP’s application at Dunoon.  

To seek to apply a higher “burden of proof” to the NGP application compared to other retail 

proposals would be viewed as inconsistent and regarded as a matter of serious concern. 

An assessment of own CWP’s own application documentation (as relates to the use of 

conditions) has also proved instructive. In sharp contrast to their representations on the NGP 

application, the original letter dated 29/01/10 submitted by James Barr as part of the CWP 

application advocates dealing with a range of matters on their own scheme by condition 

rather than providing additional detail at the in- principle stage. 

Highways   

CWP have also sought to cast doubt over the level of car parking provided as part of the 

NGP scheme.  

These objections are also baseless and NGP can do no better than reiterate the formal 

response of the Council’s Area Roads Manager who confirmed, “The site is easily accessible 

by a range of transport modes. Car parking levels comply with national Parking Standards 

and cycle parking will be provided. “Roads have no objection subject to conditions.” 

 
Petrol filling station 

It has been suggested by CWP’s advisers that store operators “require“ a petrol filling station 

(PFS) as part of any new food store operation in Dunoon. This is an obvious attempt to try to 

“scope out” the sequentially preferable NGP site on the basis of size and so circumvent 

national and local retail planning policy in favour of the non policy compliant CWP scheme. 

However, the need to include a PFS in any retail proposals is simply not borne out by NGP’s 

discussions with food store operators who have confirmed that they are happy to trade from 

the NG site, should it be granted planning permission.  

None has mentioned the lack of a PFS as a constraint to developing the site. Had this not 

been the case, then operators would have committed unconditionally to the CWP site long 
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before now. There is no policy requirement to include a PFS in a new food store proposal 

and, if approved, the   NGP application will enable the existing two local suppliers of petrol to 

remain unaffected. 

This is supported by Tesco and Sainsbury and Tesco opening former Somerfield Stores in 

Stewarton, Muirend, Burnside and Saltcoats, none of which have PFSs. Asda have also 

recently converted 40 former Focus stores, also without PFSs. 

Section 75 

NGP fully expects to make a contribution to the town centre under policy LP RET1 as part of 

a section 75 agreement, should it be granted planning permission for a new food store in 

Dunoon.  

The Council does not have any specific formula or supplementary planning guidance for 

devising the level of contribution under this policy, officers having confirmed that it will be 

based upon the impacts of the retail proposal and benchmarking with Campbeltown Tesco. 

The ability to seek a section 75 agreement is contained in the Act and the ground rules are 

set out in circular 01/2010. A section 75 contribution cannot amount to the “buying of 

permission” and the circular makes clear that contributions must satisfy all of the following 

tests: 

• necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning terms; 
• serve a planning purpose; 
• relate to the proposed development either as a direct consequence of the 
development or arising from the cumulative impact of development in the area  

• fairly and reasonably relate in scale and kind to the proposed development and be; 
• reasonable in all other respects  

It follows that offers of excessive contributions which attempt to exert undue influence over 

policy considerations would offend these principles and be clearly “ultra vires”. 

Although recommended for refusal, CWP have proposed a contribution of £200,000 to the 

town centre as part of their application. It was suggested during the debate at the PAN 41 

Hearing that this should represent the “benchmark” for retail proposals in Dunoon, the clear 

inference being that the lesser figure put forward by officers for the NGP scheme is in some 

way insufficient.  

This is clearly not the case as the proposed CWP contribution:- 

1. has not been agreed with officers as their application is recommended for refusal; 
and 

2. officers consider it to be excessive when assessed against comparable schemes.  
 
In the interests of probity, it would not be not appropriate for NGP to enter into a “bidding 

war” with CWP regarding the appropriate level of section 75 contribution. The Council are the 

proper arbiters in respect of such matters and any contribution must be based upon the 

ground rules set out in circular 5/2005 and the advice of officers based upon adopted policy,  

rather than be dictated by those behind a rival scheme who are seeking to distract attention 

away from four sound reasons for refusal. 

Other Matters 
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At the hearing National Grid’s connection with Dunoon and its community was brought into 

question. The attached letter (appendix 1) from The President of the Old Mens’ Club in 

nearby Macarthur Street is self explanatory and demonstrates the Company’s ongoing 

commitment to this important community hub over a period of many years. CWP on the other 

hand have no such connection. 

We would submit that the community support which CWP claim exists for their site relates to 

the desire for a new food store in Dunoon generally.CWP have already acknowledged that 

the two proposals are comparable with the exception of the petrol filling station and number 

of car parking spaces. 

The negative representations submitted in response to the NGP application follow a 

concerted effort by CWP, via an internet campaign, to seek to discredit the credentials of the 

NGP site, despite the fact that it is wholly supported by planning policy.  Significantly 

however, neither local traders nor the Community Council have objected to the proposal at 

the NGP site. 

In terms of retail impact, there is a variance in approach between agents acting on behalf of 

CWP and agents acting on behalf of NGP.  Briefly stated, given that the proposals are of a 

similar scale, quantitative impacts are broadly the same although the better location and 

relationship of the NGP site relative to the town centre simply cannot be undermined.  The 

CWP site will impact more upon the town centre. 

  
3.0 RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that Members note the content of this supplementary report and 

supporting letter from NGP as a material consideration in their determination of the 

application. 

It is recommended that planning permission be approved as per the original report. 

Author: Brian Close 01369 708604 
Contact Point: David Eaglesham 01369 708608  
 
Angus J Gilmour 
Head of Planning & Regulatory Services 
 
20th December 2011 
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Argyll and Bute Council 
Development and Infrastructure Services   

 
Delegated or Committee Planning Application Report and Report of handling as 
required by Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 
Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008 relative to applications for Planning 
Permission or Planning Permission in Principle 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reference No: 10/00222/PPP 
 
Planning Hierarchy: Major 
 
Applicant:  CWP Property Development and Investment 
  
Proposal: Erection of Class 1 foodstore with associated development to include 

car parking, access road, road bridge, petrol filling station and 
engineering works. 

 
Site Address:  361 Argyll Street, Dunoon. 
_________________________________________________________________________
   

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT No. 8 
 
1.0     SUMMARY 

This application was considered by the PPSL Committee at a Hearing in the Queen’s Hall 
Dunoon on 8 April 2011 when Members resolved to continue consideration of the 
application. The application was considered by the PPSL Committee on 18th May 2011 but 
continued until the application for the erection of a retail store at the former Gasworks Site at 
Argyll / Hamilton Street, Dunoon (ref. 11/00689/PPP) could be reported.  
 
Both applications were considered at the PPSL Committee on 21st September 2011 where it 
was recommended that both applications be continued with the National Grid scheme to be 
determined at a Hearing on 9th November 2011 and the CWP scheme determined 
thereafter. The outcome of the Hearing was to, further continued determination of the 
National Grid application for additional flood risk information to be submitted for 
consideration (and therefore continuation of the CWP scheme). 
 
This Supplementary No. 8 should be read in conjunction with other supplementary reports 
and an understanding of the National Grid.  
 
The purpose of this supplementary report is to confirm the receipt of further correspondence 
which has arisen since the previous supplementary was prepared. 
 

 
2.0     FURTHER REPRESENTATION 

A letter of objection (dated 8th December 2011) has been received from the 
Commercial Property Manager of National Grid Property and copies have also been 
sent to the Chief Executive and Head of Governance and Law.  
 
National Grid Property (NGP) wish to make a further strong objection  to the CWP 
application and ensure that each of the points made is drawn to the attention of the 
planning committee as material to the determination of the CWP application in the 
context of deliverability. 
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NGP comment that Kaya Consulting have submitted numerous objections to the NGP 
scheme on behalf of CWP which attempt to distract attention away from planning 
policy and relative merits of the two schemes. NGP consider these objections as 
unsustainable and factually unsupportable which is why both the Council’s Flood 
Alleviation and SEPA have raised no objection to the NGP scheme.  
 
Whilst NGP is providing clarification in respect of one of the flood conditions, nothing 
raised at any of the committees or hearings to date, or in correspondence, has caused 
the Council or statutory consultees to change their recommendations on the two 
schemes in any way. Similarly, it has not been possible to bring forward competent 
motions to refuse the NGP application or approve the CWP scheme.  

 
Nonetheless, National Grid has listened with concern to further, but equally erroneous 
allegations by CWP and their advisers - both at the hearing and in the press - that a 
supermarket cannot be delivered on the NG site at Argyll Street.  
In reality, doubt surrounding deliverability should more accurately be directed towards 
the CWP scheme for the following three very important reasons: 
 
1. Site ownership 

 
National Grid owns its site in Dunoon and therefore in a position to bring the site 
forward for retail use quickly should the Council grant planning permission. By 
contrast, CWP do not own the application site at 361 Argyll Street but controlled by 
two third parties. CWP would therefore require to successfully conclude commercial 
terms with these two landowners before a supermarket could be delivered on the site.   
CWP may well have option agreements in place but the chances of successfully 
concluding commercial terms with both in a reasonable timescale, or indeed at all, in a 
difficult and changing economic climate are far from certain.  
 
Moreover, circumstances will undoubtedly have changed since the original option 
agreements were made, not least in relation to planning, and so the expectations of 
the various parties are also likely to have changed accordingly. Against this 
backcloth, reaching the necessary agreements to free up the site for development 
simply cannot be guaranteed. 
In light of this, it is imperative that details of the CWP option agreements are fully 
aired and debated as these are critical to assessing the likelihood of a supermarket 
coming forward on the site.  

 
Given the nature of the debate about the relative merits of the two competing retail 
proposals currently before the council, these are key material considerations which 
the Council is legally obliged to assess in the context of deliverability. 
 
Comment: Whilst landownership may be a contributing and material factor to the 
planning process, especially when viability / deliverability are under scrutiny, CWP 
have submitted a ‘red line’ boundary plan showing land within their control and an 
owner notification certificate with their application which have not been challenged.  
To this extent, the Council should assume land ownership is not an insurmountable 
hurdle at this point.   
 
2. Relocation of existing businesses 

 
In addition to not owning the land, there are existing commercial uses on the CWP 
application site which would have to be extinguished or relocated in order to deliver a 
new supermarket.  
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A supporting letter from Colliers on behalf of CWP dated September 1st 2011 
explains the inextricable link between relocating the existing uses on the site and its 
redevelopment for retail. This makes clear that, 

 
”CWP are not proposing to extinguish an existing business but are making 
arrangements to relocate this on an alternative site offering more suitable 
accommodation, enabling the existing business to expand and prosper” (my 
emphasis) 

 
This information is amplified on the CWP website which explains that the application 
will enable “…….Walkers to relocate nearby to a purpose built DIY garden centre and 
café” (my emphasis). (NGP note that there is no mention of Mica Hardware). 

 
It is clear that the ability to bring the site forward for retail is entirely dependent upon the 
CWP’s stated requirement of relocating the existing garden centre and other uses which 
currently occupy it. Moreover, enabling the business to “expand and prosper” clearly 
implies a larger site than occupied at present. 

 
Having regard to the statements made by CWP, it follows that relocation cannot happen 
until and unless two critical things have occurred: 

1 CWP has secured a (larger) relocation site nearby, capable of enabling the existing 
business to expand and prosper; and 

2 CWP has obtained the necessary planning permission for a new purpose built DIY 
garden centre and café on the relocation site. 

 
Had they not recommended the CWP scheme for refusal, NGP assumes that the Council 
would have sought to control this sequence of events by means of a legal agreement 
otherwise there would be the risk that a food store could be developed without first 
satisfactorily relocating the existing businesses. 

 
The difficulties in relocating existing businesses are many and cannot be 
underestimated. The costs alone of securing a larger relocation site nearby would not be 
insubstantial thereby presenting a financial and very real obstacle to developing the 
existing Argyll Street site. 
Perhaps the biggest challenge of all is finding and securing a larger suitable relocation 
site nearby in Dunoon. In this context, the Council should be aware that CWP contacted 
National Grid about purchasing the former gasworks site in Argyll Street site but it is 
clearly not available given current application 11/00689/PPP. 
NGP is not aware of a suitable alternative in Dunoon which accords with CWP’s strict 
site selection criteria. Similarly, NGP is not aware that CWP have undertaken any pre-
application discussions with the Council in respect of potential relocation sites. 

 
Nonetheless, given CWP’s own confirmation that a relocation site is a prerequisite for 
delivery of the their site, progress in respect of the “arrangements” being in respect of 
items 1 and 2 above are further key issues which must be fully aired and debated.  

 
Again, these are all key material considerations which the Council is legally obliged to 
assess in the context of deliverability, albeit that the option agreements referred to above 
may provide some clarification on these matters. 

. 
It is NGP’s view that displacement and extinguishment of existing commercial uses and 
loss of existing jobs  - through the lack of a viable and deliverable relocation site - would 
amount to a fifth reason for refusal of the CWP application. 
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Comment: The loss of the existing employment use / garden centre is a material 
concern and has been addressed by CWP thus far who have confirmed that 
alternative sites are being considered for the displacement and shall be addressed 
on submission of AMSC (detailed application) if their scheme is approved as 
Planning Permission in Principle.  They are not currently in a position to identify the 
alternative provisions.  A S75 agreement, similar to that used at Tesco Campbeltown, 
may be deployed should Members be minded to approve the scheme.   

 
 
3. Excessive infrastructure costs  
 
The description of development in the CWP includes reference to “access road, road bridge 
and engineering works ” and understand that this is to enable future access to the land to the 
rear, unconnected with a retail scheme and that these works will be paid for by any retailer 
locating on the site. In the course of NG’s discussions with operators, one of the major 
retailers this has identified the prohibitive abnormal costs of this infrastructure and 
associated land profiling as a major constraint to developing the site. 
 
This represents a further important material consideration and question mark over the site at 
361 Argyll Street which, again, is central to the Council’s assessment of deliverability. 
 
Summary 
Leaving aside the four insurmountable reasons for refusal, CWP would require to 
successfully undertake a number of difficult, costly and uncertain steps in order that the site 
at 361 Argyll Street would have any chance of coming forward for retail use. These include:- 
 

1. successfully concluding commercial negotiations with not one , but two landowners, 
2. finding and securing a larger relocation site in Dunoon, 
3. obtaining planning permission for development on the relocation site; 
4. physically relocating existing uses and setting them up on the new site;  
5. persuading retailers to pay for costly infrastructure unrelated to a retail development 

which we know at least one major operator has already baulked at.   
 
Singularly, these matters will not be attractive to retail operators, particularly in the current 
climate. Cumulatively, they reveal a convoluted and financially precarious arrangement over 
which CWP do not have complete control.  
 
As a consequence, CWP are simply not in a position to bring the Argyll Street site forward 
for retail development and cannot demonstrate, with any certainty, the ability to do so in the 
future.  
  
Unencumbered by the above issues, the National Grid site is the only realistic option to 
deliver a new supermarket for Dunoon. The existing businesses and petrol filling station at 
361 Argyll Street would not be displaced and would continue to provide services to the local 
community. 
In addition to enjoying the support of officers, delivering the NG site does not rely on third 
party landowners, finding new sites or relocating existing uses with all the time, expense and 
uncertainty which this necessarily involves. 
 
Very well aware of these factors, retailers have confirmed that they are happy to trade from 
the NG site, should it be granted planning permission. Had this not been the case, operators 
would have committed fully to the CWP site long before now given that their application was 
submitted in February 2010. 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that Members note the content of this supplementary report and 
letter of objection from NGP to the CWP scheme as a material consideration in their 
determination of the application. 
 

  
 Author: Brian Close 
 Contact Point: David Eaglesham 01369 708608  
 
 Angus J Gilmour 
 Head of Planning & Regulatory Services 
 
  19 December 2011 
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Argyll and Bute Council 
Development and Infrastructure Services   

 
Delegated or Committee Planning Application Report and Report of handling as 
required by Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 
Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008 relative to applications for Planning 
Permission or Planning Permission in Principle 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reference No: 11/01422/PP 
 
Planning Hierarchy: Local 
 
Applicant:  Waitrose Ltd and Wandering Wild Ltd 
  
Proposal: Erection of Class 1 food store, petrol filling station, associated access, 

parking landscaping and all associated ancillary development  
 
 
Site Address:  Land south of Hermitage Academy, Cardross Road, Helensburgh 
_________________________________________________________________________
   

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 1 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this supplementary report is to advise Members of a number of late 
matters which have not been included in the main planning report. 
 

2.0 FURTHER COUNCILLOR REPRESENTATIONS 
 
An email received from Councillor Robb dated 16/12/11 has raised concern that his 
representation did not appear on the list of contributors in the appendix of the report.  
This issue has now been rectified and the points made by him have been taken into 
account in reaching the recommendation. 
 
Councillor Nisbet has submitted an email dated 16/12/11 in order to clarify that his 
comments of 24/9/11 should be regarded as a representation rather than an objection. 
 
Councillor Mulvaney has also submitted an email of representation to the proposal 
dated 20/12/11.  This raises no new issues in the determination of the application. 

 
 

3.0 FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS 
 
A further letter of objection dated 17/12/11 has been received from Mr Stefano 
Mannucci, Camis Eskan Coach House No.3, Helensburgh.  This letter raises no new 
issues in the determination of this planning application. 
 
A further letter of support dated 19/12/11 has been received from Maurice Steuart-
Corry (by email, no address supplied).  The points made raise no new issues in the 
determination of this planning application. 
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4.0 FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE AGENT AND SUBSEQUENT 

DEVELOPMENT POLICY RESPONSE 
 
An email from the agent, Keppie dated 19/12/11 has been received requesting the the 
comments of the Hermitage Academy Headmaster, Mr Urie be viewed as a 
representation rather than an objection as listed in the report. While Mr Urie is noting a 
number of concerns, the planning officers accept this view and confirm this as a 
representation in accordance with the agent’s request. 
 
A further letter from Keppie has been received dated 15/12/11.  This letter contains a 
response to the planning officer’s concern that the Zone 2 area catchment has been 
exaggerated.  In this respect they have provided details of three other Waitrose stores 
which they believe to be comparable to Helensburgh.  They have, however, requested 
that, for commercial reasons, these details be treated as private and confidential. 
 
In addition, the impact upon Helensburgh Town Centre has been recalculated by the 
agents based upon 90% of trade draw (as recommended by the planning officers as a 
more realistic scenario) but using the reduced estimated turnover figures that the 
Council used to justify a capacity of 2150 sqm net floorspace at the Pierhead ie £7,000 
per sqm.  Using these figures it is concluded by the agent that even with 90% trade 
draw, there would be a medium impact of 14% which in their view would be acceptable. 
 
Development Policy has responded by email (dated 20/12/11) to the contents of this 
letter.  Regarding the recalculation of impact, it is unclear to the officers what point the 
agent is trying to make by using average turnover levels when they specifically state 
that they expect a higher than average turnover. 
 
With regard to the examples of the three stores elsewhere in the UK which they believe 
are broadly similar to Helensburgh, it is considered that prior to any conclusion being 
reached, further information would be required i.e. store sizes, location and catchments 
(socio demographic and levels of other store provision). 
 
Should the application be recommended for a Hearing, the planning section would 
accept further submissions from the agent to clarify their position, however, at this 
stage it is considered that insufficient evidence has been submitted to fully substantiate 
that a 30% Zone 2 catchment is justified. 
 
 

5.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
The contents of this report do not change the recommendation on the original planning 
report.  It is therefore recommended that Members note the contents of this report and 
refer to the recommendation on the original planning report. 

  
 Author: Sandra Davies 01436 658884 
 
 Contact Point: Ross McLaughlin 01546 604172 
 
 Angus J Gilmour 
 Head of Planning & Regulatory Services 
 

20 December 2011         
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